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VALIANT QUARTZ
Courage and passion are key virtues to great achievement. Life is full of 

challenges, those who embrace and take on the challenges, are truly living. 

Having the courage to push yourself beyond the limits, removing constraints and 

opening new doors, brings the ultimate reward. 

Valiant Quartz reflects on the fearless perseverance of the human spirit.



EDEN
Considered the cradle of civilization as well 
as a state of mind, whose genesis is said 
to have emerged from Africa. Eden is 
a creative concept that exists in 
past, present, and future.



Modern and dramatic veins of grey and bronze on a white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

ARUSHA
Lays claim to a colorful ancient past that has evolved 

into a prominent international diplomatic hub

Eden



MOMBASA
A historic district, loaded with charm which reflects 

the beauty of the diverse cultures that have made an 
indelible impression through the centuries

Eden

Dramatic bold and thin veins of brown-black on a white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63



TANGIER
A place of many origins and varied history

Eden

Varying veins of soft grey and pencil veins on a white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63



Varying veins of soft gold and pencil veins on a white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

ZANZIBAR
A city of origins which has been a home of human 

civilizations for over 20,000 years

Eden



PEACE
Represents the human desire for 
contentment and the ultimate 
expression of bravery - peace for all



DALAI
The Lama is the spiritual Buddhist leader 
who chooses to promote peace in the face of 
challenges

Soft, large scale grey veining across a milky white backdrop
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Peace



TERESA
The modest nun is regarded as one of the 
great humanitarians of our lifetime

Rivers of gold winding through a creamy white landscape
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Peace



ADMIRE
Honoring those who have inspired courage 
through their own legends of life.



ATHENA
The idolized Greek goddess of 
war and wisdom

Steely dramatic grey veins on a white grey background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Admire



CATHERINE
One of the longest ruling and fearless 
female leaders of her times

Veins and threads of soft grey on a milky white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

AmireAdmire



RHEA
The mythological mother of the gods 
and the goddess of motherhood 

Bold patterned Statuario on a cool white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Admire



ICONIC
Appreciation and reverence for people 
and places that have achieved greatness 
through hard work and overcoming 
obstacles along the way. From 
pioneers to architecture to works 
of art and culture, these images 
and people are forever 
remembered.



Bright white background with distinct and elegant grey veins
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

AMELIA
The famously known first female aviator to 
fly solo across the Atlantic, who bravely 
paved the way for future women in aviation

Iconic



BERNINI
The great Italian artist who created the 

Baroque style of sculpture 

Iconic

Bold and dramatic veins of deep black on a bright white background 
Available in 3cm

Slab size: 126 x 63



White Calcatta with silvery gold veins
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 130 x 65

MACBETH
The tragically famous and brave 
Shakespearean warrior hero who took 
fate into his own hands

White Calcatta with silvery gold veins
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 130 x 65

Iconic



WHITE SATIN
One of the strongest and most iconic “I love you” 
crescendos of all time

Streams of fine gray veins on a subtle pure white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Iconic



INSPIRE
Affecting our emotions and inspiring 
courage for the good of many.



AVILA
An influential woman of her generation, 
St. Teresa of Avila founded many reforms 
in the 1500s when women rarely played 
any role in public life

White Calcatta with soft golden bronze veins
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 130 x 65

Inspire



BOLIVAR
The great liberator who led the struggle for 
the independence of South America

Extreme White
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 130 x 65

Inspire



CHARLEMAGNE
Known as the Father of Modern Europe for 
uniting Western and Central Europe in a 
cultural and intellectual revival during the 
Middle Ages

Creamy White Calcatta with soft grey veins
Available in 3cm

Slab size: 127 x 64
White Calcatta with soft grey veins
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 130 x 65

Inspire



Creamy White Calcatta with grey veins and threads of gold
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 137 x 78

ELDORADO
The Mythical City of Gold, inspiring many 

expeditions through the years

Super 
Jumbo!

Inspire



EXODUS
A Revolutionary song collection of hope, 
peace, justice and freedom

Milky white background with fine grey veins
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 130 x 65

Inspire



LAYLA
Inspired by the fearless yet tragic 
star crossed lovers Layla and Majnun

Wisps of faint beige and gold on a creamy white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Inspire



Bright White Calcatta with striking grey veins
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 137 x 78

NOTTINGHAM
The city of the legendary heroic outlaw, 

Robin Hood 

Super 
Jumbo!

Inspire



Distinct warm smokey grey taupe veins on a brilliant white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

THEODORA
The Empress was regarded as the most powerful woman 
in Byzantine history who expanded the rights of women

Inspire



EXPLORE
Recognizes new discoveries and the 
fearless passion to exceed limitations.



CARTIER
French explorer who claimed what is 
now Canada for France

White background with delicate taupe grey veins
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Explore



CASTILLON
One of the most significant finales in history, 
the Battle of Castillon put an end to the 
Hundred Years’ war

Bright White Carrara with blue grey veins
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 136 x 77

Explore



JAMESTOWN
The first permanent English settlement 
in North America

Dark grey sweeping veins on a white background
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Explore



OCTAVIAN
One of the most effective leaders in 
history who became the first emperor 
of Rome and avenged the life of Julius 
Caesar

Milky White Carrara with soft grey veins
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 130 x 65

Explore



SUMMER WIND
When you think about what it takes to become 
a musical inspiration, Frank Sinatra pioneered 
and mastered every one of those traits

White Carrara with swirls of grey
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Explore



Swirls of warm neutral greys with fine veins
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 128 x 63

VESUVIUS
The epic battle where the Gladiators 

defeated the Roman army to gain their 
independence

Explore



EXHILARATE
Applauds the thrill and adventure 
in life. Facing physical and mental 
fears awakens new perspectives 
into what’s possible.



DOUBLE DIAMOND
The adventurous appeal of carving through fresh 
powder on a cliff slope, while at the same time 
carefully planning the perfect run, never ceases 
to challenge your mastery of balance in the face 
of gravity

Pure White
Available 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63Pure White
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 136 x 77

Super 
Jumbo!

Exhilarate



White Calcatta with grey veins and swirls
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

EVEREST
Earth's highest and most 
treacherous peak to trek

Exhilarate



Cloudy blue grey in a soft textured finish
Available in 3cm
Slab size: 128 x 63

GALILEO SUEDE
Known as the “Father of Modern Science”, 
he studied the scientific world and space, 

even when all odds were against him

Exhilarate



Thin pencil veins of gold on a milky white background
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

Matterhorn
One of the highest peaks in the Alps, with 

a near impossible climb to the top

Exhilarate



Thin pencil veins of charcoal grey on white
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

SAHARA
The thrill of sandboarding up and down 

250 feet tall dunes

Exhilarate



PRESERVE
Honors the bravery and 
commitment to preserve and 
protect the environment and its 
inhabitants, to safeguard the 
world’s beauty today and 
100 years from now.



White Carrara with taupe grey
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

JASPER
The largest national park in the Canadian 

Rockies, known for its natural beauty

Preserve



WHITE WATER
The dangerous beauty of frothy currents and 
waves in a river, remind us to protect and 
treasure our planet

White fine grain
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 136 x 77

Super 
Jumbo!

Preserve



YOSEMITE
Abraham Lincoln’s and John Muir’s passion to 
protect nature led to its preservation. With all 
its beauty it’s no wonder Yosemite is one of 
the world’s most celebrated destinations

White with sparkling clear quartz
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 136 x 77

Super 
Jumbo!

Preserve



White Carrara with soft grey
Available in 2cm & 3cm
Slab size: 126 x 63

ZION
A National Park protecting a sprawling 

scene of Navajo limestone canyons 

Preserve



VALIANT QUARTZ COLOR COLLECTION
Valiant Quartz has curated the most natural looking quartz collection from all corners of the world

Summer Wind

Jasper

PRESERVE

YosemiteWhite Water Zion

EXHILARATE

Double Diamond Galileo SuedeEverest

Matterhorn Sahara

Jasper



VALIANT QUARTZ COLOR COLLECTION
Valiant Quartz has curated the most natural looking quartz collection from all corners of the world

EXPLORE

Castillon

Octavian VesuviusSummer Wind

Cartier Jamestown



VALIANT QUARTZ COLOR COLLECTION
Valiant Quartz has curated the most natural looking quartz collection from all corners of the world

INSPIRE

Avila Charlemagne

Exodus

Bolivar Eldorado

NottinghamLayla Theodora



ICONIC

White SatinAmelia Macbeth

VALIANT QUARTZ COLOR COLLECTION
Valiant Quartz has curated the most natural looking quartz collection from all corners of the world

Catherine Rhea

ADMIRE

Athena

Bernini



PEACE

White SatinAmelia Macbeth
Teresa

VALIANT QUARTZ COLOR COLLECTION
Valiant Quartz has curated the most natural looking quartz collection from all corners of the world

EDEN

Dalai

Arusha Mombasa Tangier Zanzibar
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